Ian Ritchie

Design with the Mind in Mind
Ian Ritchie (*1947) is director of Ian Ritchie Architects, London, Royal
Academician and member of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin.
He is Visiting Professor at Liverpool University and has advised
academic, government and art institutions. He has chaired
many international juries including the Stirling Prize, and has
received two major innovation awards – Robert Matthew
Commonwealth Award and the French Académie
d‘Architecture Grand Silver Medal. His practice has
won more than 80 national and international
awards. He has written several books and
several international museums hold his art.
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Flexible System

The Graz Architecture Lectures 2019 invite to Graz
eleven international architects and theorists, who will
present their most recent projects and research
in the fields of architectural design, urban
planning, environment and landscape,
digital design and art theory. The
lectures reflect the specialized focus
areas of the different institutes
of the Faculty of Architecture
at Graz University of
Technology.

Josep Ferrando is founder of
Josep Ferrando Architects in Barcelona, Spain. He has taught classes
in several universities since 1998. He has
been a visiting professor at Hochschule
für Technik Zürich (HSZT) in Switzerland, the
Escola da Cidade in Sao Paulo, the Universidade
Positivo (UNICENP) in Curitiba, and the Universidade
Federal do Paraná (UFPR), Brazil. His work has been exhibited at Aedes Berlin, the Venice Architecture Biennale and
at museums like MAM Museum of Modern Art of Rio de Janeiro and MAC Contemporary Art Museum of Santiago de Chile.
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Invited by the Institute of Spatial Design

Matthias Armengaud (AWP)
Planning the Instable

Manuel
Jimenez
Garcia and
Gilles Retsin

Architecture in the Age of
Automation
Manuel Jimenez García is co-founder
and principal of madMdesign, a computational design practice based in London, and co-founder of Nagami, a robotic manufacturing startup based in Spain. He is a lecturer
at The Bartlett School of Architecture UCL and program director of Architectural Computation. Gilles Retsin
is a London-based architect and designer whose work is
focused on the impact of computation on the core principles
of architecture. He is Program Director of the B.Pro Architectural
Design (AD) M.Arch course at the Bartlett School of Architecture.

Matthias Armengaud is an architect and urban designer and founding
member of AWP, Paris, an office for territorial reconfiguration. He is
currently leading international teams for a new urban vision for the
greater Geneva area and the next step evolution of Paris la Defense. He was visiting professor at the Architectural Schools of
ENSA Versailles, the Berlage/TU Delft, MIT, Cornell University, among others. He is also the winner of prizes as the
French public PJU urban planning award (2010) and
the NAJA award for Best Young Architects (2006).
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Towards a Territorial Praxis:
Design Agency within Landscape Practices
Jose Alfredo Ramirez is an architect, cofounder and director of Groundlab and codirector of the Landscape Urbanism MArch/
MSc Graduate Program at the Architectural
Association, London, where he graduated in 2005.
Ramirez concentrates mainly on the large-scale
development of public spaces, such as the Olympic Master
Plan for London 2012 and recently the redevelopment of 12
km of Santiago de Chile’s main avenue, Alameda/Providencia.
He is also the Director of the AA Visiting School in Mexico City and
has published the book Critical Territories: From Academia to Praxis.
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